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Welcome
to the first edition of our Engineering Manoeuvres magazine.

We decided to bring our three independent companies

Our first issue is aimed at showcasing our most recent

together under an Alliance banner to create awareness of the

projects whilst highlighting some of our landmark

synergies between them and introduce the three businesses

achievements alongside introducing members of our fantastic

to a wider audience. Within the Alliance will be Ardmore Craig

teams and the softer sides of the various businesses.

Ltd and its offshore engineering design and management
services, Copeland Clyde Ltd and its onshore focussed

I hope you enjoy browsing through the magazine and as with

design services and Laytrix Ltd with its innovative modular

our project performance we would welcome any feedback or

offshore products.

suggestions for improvement.

While some of our readers will know of one or more

Thanks.

companies, hopefully our mini-rebranding under the Ardmore
Alliance will enforce the crossover between the companies

Andrew Stevenson

while still recognising the uniqueness of each separate

Founder and CEO

business, with their individual client bases and supply chains.

Ardmore Craig, Copeland Clyde & Laytrix

Breathing New Life
into Engineering

Here’s some pictures of recent events....

Bring

it on

Like all plants need a strong stem to
flourish so does the engineering
profession across all of the sectors we
operate within.
Acknowledging this we support a wide
range of organisations and activities to
encourage the younger generation to
join the engineering industry. With our
engineers frequently visiting schools,
colleges and fairs to promote the
opportunities within engineering and
the wider STEM subjects (Science,
Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics).
An interest in engineering starts early,
with many in the profession spending
their formative years playing with lego
and similar construction toys. We have
provided STEM approved toys to a
local nursery and work throughout the
educational system with support for
primary schools, secondary schools,
colleges and universities throughout the
North East of England.
Following last year’s amazing success
at the Big Bang event in Sunderland, we
have signed up again to showcase our

Newcastle University student Alex joined us
for ten weeks, learning about the role of an
engineer in a busy consultancy.

One of our engineers at Sacred Heart RC
primary School Newcastle.

engineering to primary and secondary
schools throughout the region.
Ardmore Craig is currently sponsoring
the Institute of Mechanical Engineers
undergraduate design challenge within
the North East which will see students
from Durham, Newcastle, Northumbria,
Sunderland and Teesside battle it out for
a place at the national finals at Birdcage
Walk in London later in the year. With
Durham winning in previous years, there
is certainly lots of talent in our local
Universities.
Our businesses are also big supporters of
placements offering support to students in
Darlington College as well as Newcastle,
Teesside and Edinburgh Universities.
Giving students a placement is a great
opportunity for them to develop real life
engineering skills, as well as helping our
business grow.

We support a wide range of events based
around STEM subjects.
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Artistic
Inspiration

When Ardmore Craig approached Gallerina
with the idea for a commissioned set of
paintings, James jumped at the opportunity
and promptly viewed the office to gain an
understanding of the “blank canvas” before
heading back to his studio with a series
of drawings, logos and photographs of
equipment the Ardmore Craig team had
developed over the last decade.
The result is a series of pieces in his unique
style overlaying technical drawing details
with the bold colours and close ups of the
company logo. Having studied technical
drawing at college when in his youth, James
relished the technical detailing on the
paintings with cross sections, detail views,
drawing borders and parts lists appearing
across the seven images.
The unique series of images are a constant
source of inspiration for the team and a
stand out feature for guests to the office.

When the team moved to new offices in
the Beehive, Lingfield Point, Darlington,
there was only one artist under
consideration to turn the bright white
walls into an engineering inspiration.

His diverse but instantly recognizable
style can be found in collections
internationally with his work often
drawing on his love of early Pop Art.

Richard Hindle, owner of the Gallerina
Gallery in Darlington gives us the
lowdown on the man behind the artwork.

He has a loyal collector base for images
of his own making and a strong following
with collectors working with James in
various collaborative efforts.

Born in Darlington in 1977, James
studied fine art at Nottingham Trent
University before returning to his home
town. He began exhibiting work at
Gallerina in 2006 and has displayed
work with us on a permanent basis ever
since.

Due to his style James’ work is a perfect
fit for editorials and magazine covers. He
has often been featured in the Sunday
Express magazine, created covers for
Hawker Beechcrafts ‘Journey’ magazine
and more recently created a ‘Never Hide’
ad campaign for Ray Ban.

Pictured artist James Paterson.

Diversification in
Sectors
Via the three entities within the alliance we have experience in a
multitude of sectors for an exceptionally wide range of clients and
end users. The infographic below shows some of the sectors we
have worked in over the last few years:
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Semisub
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Offshore
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Above shows some examples of our diverse range of work.

Case Study:
Flare Boom

Designed to allow removal, offshore
transit and onshore storage of two flare
boom structures these fabrications were
designed and analysed by the Ardmore
Craig team to support an offshore semisubmersible that was working in the
North Sea.
Working from as built drawings from a
foreign yard and survey photographs
from the rig, the team developed a
design to allow the boom structure to
be removed without having to break it
down into the original parts when it was
first installed on the rig.
The fabrication and associated
seafastening arrangement was designed
to allow installation on a range of vessels
of opportunity and was modular in
construction for road transportation.
The 20 tonne units were designed for
offloading with the booms lashed in
place and for long term quayside storage.

Stands and flare boom.

Case Study:
Laytrix

Spun out of Ardmore Craig back in 2017
and backed by a Venture Capitalist
firm later that year, the Laytrix team
have been working hard developing
and promoting its patent pending range
of innovative rental equipment to the
offshore oil and gas industry over the last
12 months.
Originally developed for cost effective
marginal field development by
undercutting the costs of dedicated
pipelay assets, the first modular spread
was developed for installation on vessels
of opportunity increasing the market for
the system.
As the design progressed, attention

Laytrix multipurpose vessel asset in
bundle recovery mode.

turned to the ever-growing
decommissioning segment with the
system adapted for recovery of pipelines
via a reverse J-lay technique. Last year
the system was further developed to
allow recovery and decommissioning
of bundles with a further flexible lay
mode developed this year in addition
to the subsea handling and offloading
mode which the system was originally
configured to do besides its pipelay work.
Further systems are currently in
development for a range of
decommissioning, cable repair and cable
storage functions. So keep in touch to
see what’s coming!

Case Study:
ASV Pioneer

When a leading offshore cable installer
required equipment modifications and
additions to make the deck layout work,
Ardmore Craig were the port of call to
support their ambitions.
Utilising a third party carousel, spooling
tower and tensioner, the required deck
layout needed a new support structure
for the loading arm, an interface
between the arm and tensioner and an
underbender to divert the product to deck
level.

Newly supplied under bender
interfacing with existing spooling
tower and chute.

Over a period of several weeks the team
developed a concept with supporting
design calculations and analysis to
support the design and ABS granted
seafastening approval prior to fabrication
and installation by others with support
from the design team.
Scopes for 3rd party engineering
checks, underdeck survey’s and naval
architecture verification on the barge
structure for a range of carousel
capacities followed the initial equipment
design scopes.

Case Study:
Rampion

Back in 2016 the Ardmore Craig team
helped a host of different clients support
the development and installation of the
Rampion Offshore windfarm. Here’s a
few details from our project archives.
Starting with the monopiles, the
team worked with MPI to develop an
installation tool for use on the Resolution
to upend and install the piles on the
windfarm.
We supported JDR with enhancements
to their manufacturing equipment used
for production of the array cables and
designed and supplied a hydraulic cable
engine and gantry system for storage of
cable prior to load out.
Our second end spread on the Fugro
Symphony (now Global Symphony) was
used for installation of the cables with
the fantastic image (inserted) showing
the various cable elements coming
together.
Random facts:
The name “Rampion” was suggested
by a local primary school and refers to
the Pride of Sussex, the round-headed
rampion. This is the county flower of
Sussex, which is where the wind farm
is located.
During construction a digger working
on cable trenches subsequently nick
named “Moby Dig” was left stranded
in the sea for several months before
being recovered.
The Eon project, completed in 2018
cost approximately £1.3 Billion to
complete.

ISO, QA and HSE Targets and Objectives
and How We Are Meeting Them
As an ISO accredited business to the 9001, 14001 and 18001 standards the Ardmore Craig team are constantly improving
the processes and procedures behind the engineering. Here are a few of the dozen or so objectives the team have been
working on over the few quarters:

Improve our efficiency with the purchase of additional software seats and software functions
Broaden the use of KPI’s across all functions of the businesses
Examine the implementation of ISO 1100 Collaborative Approach
Have team members volunteer for Quality and Environmental Ambassador roles
Commence transition to ISO 45001
Reduce our carbon and environmental footprint with improved electronic checking procedures

...Team Ardmore

A Day in the Life of a Graduate Engineer
Readers may have seen a cartoon version of one of graduate engineers – Murray on LinkedIn. Here’s a few more insights
into the life of one of our graduate engineers.

1. The day starts with a quick cuppa and
attendance at the daily team talk where we run
through ongoing projects and assign tasks for
the day.

2. As a multi-disciplined team with
simultaneous projects always on the go we can
all pick up analysis, calculation, modelling or
draughting tasks depending on what stages our
respective projects are at.

3. It’s always a dynamic working day closing
off project tasks while responding to customer
enquiries and support requirements as jobs
progress at pace.

4. We have regular reviews and catch ups with
the rest of the team to troubleshoot any issues,
check calculations or drawings and help drive
projects out in the rapid timescales we are
famous for.

Olympic Engineering
Team McNeill

Our first meeting was far from a formality,
with both parties jumping into questions
and answers on the finer details of
bobsleigh design. With Mica’s experience
in the set up and running of bobsleighs
around the world and Andy’s experience
in questioning the constraints behind a
design a formal engineering partnership
was instantly struck up.
The first design task for the Ardmore Craig
team focussed on the runners, the steel
components that interface between the
bobsleigh (and hence Mica and her brake
woman) and the frozen ice of the bobsleigh
track. Familiar with reviewing 3rd party
codes, the Ardmore team examined the
specifications of the IBSF (International
Bobsleigh and Skeleton Federation) to
understand the materials and geometry
allowed within the parameters of the
governing requirements.

Mica reviewing the runner design.

3D modelling of the runner design
and rapid prototyping of scale models
followed prior to detail draughting and
machining reviews.
After receipt of IBSF approved blanks,
machining of the runners was
undertaken via a NE machine shop
ready for testing and use in the
forthcoming World Series.
The Ardmore team are looking forward
to the 19-20 season with Team McNeill
hoping for a strong performance
following the great start to last year’s
season. Follow us on LinkedIn and Mica
on Twitter @MicaMcNeill to keep up to
date with this year’s results.
“I’m excited to be continuing and
progressing our partnership with

Following her successful crowd funding
campaign on the run up to the 2018
Winter Olympics and her subsequent
placing in the bobsleigh event at
PyeongChang – Team GB’s best ever
Olympic finish for a female in the sport –
Mica McNeill headed back to the North
East of England determined to win a

Ardmore Craig. I’ll shortly be back

medal at the 2022 Beijing Olympics.
After hearing her speak at an
entrepreneur’s event, our CEO decided
that Ardmore Craig wanted to be part of
the Olympic experience and support.
Mica’s goal of winning one of sports
most prestigious medals. Here’s what’s
happened since….

out on the ice and will be feeding
back how the runners that they
have engineered perform. Thank
you to Andy and his staff for their
continued support.”
Machined runners ready for use.

Mica

Beginners Guide to Carousels
1. Terminology

When requesting details for a carousel remember to state if it is a basket carousel
with an inner and outer basket which the product is laid into with no tension or if it is
a spooling carousel (like a reel) where the product is wound round the core under
tension.

2. Capacity

This is generally stated as the mass of product which needs to be stored on the
carousel i.e. 2000 tonnes. However what are also needed are the length, diameter
and mass per metre of the products which the carousel is to accommodate as this
will determine the volumetric sizing of the unit.

10 Things to Consider
When Specifying a
Carousel
At Ardmore Craig we have had a
lot of experience with the design,
development and specification
of carousels to suit our client’s
requirements. However, the initial
requests we typically receive
often lack some of the basic
details needed to commence a
concept design.
So, for the benefit of our clients
and the wider offshore / onshore
industry here are ten things we
think should be considered when
specifying a carousel:

3. Operating Platform

Constraints associated with the end location of the carousel which will affect its
geometry should also be stated. This will include limitations on its diameter and
height to allow it to be placed on a specific vessel or within a certain factory setting
as well as limitations on the centre of gravity which will affect the vessel stability.

4. Product

Constraints associated with the type of product (cable, umbilical, flexible pipe, fibre
optics) should also be included with items such as the minimum bend radius of the
core and limitations on the number of layers which can be stacked on top of one
another (crushing pressure) also dictating the geometry of the design.

5. Tension

For spooling carousels the line tension which the product is to be spooled on at
is critical both for sizing the drive system (worst case torque requirements) and
for design of the core. The diameter of the product is also important as this when
coupled with the line tension determines the hoop stress on the core. Where
possible a range of product diameters and associated spooling tensions should be
provided.

6. Drive System

Parameters for the drive system should state if there is a preference for electric or
hydraulic drive and if there is a requirement for a level of redundancy to be built into
the design.

7. Functionality

Options for increased functionality of the carousel
should also be considered with items such as an
adjustable roof height and false core beams to
increase the minimum bend radius being two such
options.

8. Initiation and End Terminations

Consideration as to how a product will be pulled
onto the carousel and secured prior to spooling
operations should be stated, with parameters
included for the size, mass and quantity of
terminations.

9. Vessel Accelerations

Perhaps the most important factor after the mass of
product being stored is the accelerations which will
act on the carousel. These will be used in all aspects
of structural sizing of the main fabrications as well
as in the determination of roller and central bush/
bearing loads as well as the specification of the
drive system.

10. Operational Parameters

If there is a preference for operating speeds, time
to accelerate, time to break, type of control system,
etc. these should also be stated as they will assist
in understanding the complexity of the machine and
the sizing of main drive components.

Group Values
That’s the Spirit
Although separate entities the same
spirit runs through each of our
businesses with a can-do attitude
to problem solving and a pride in
delivering the solutions our clients
needs.

Collaboration
To work together as a team and in
collaboration with our clients and
supply chain to offer the most suitable
solution from a cost, risk and schedule
perspective.

Responsiveness and customer service
are key principles the companies live
by with repeat work and returning
clients as testament to this. But we also
see ourselves as learning organisations
continually taking on new challenges
and having to acquire new skills and
knowledge in order to carry these out.

Responsibility
To take responsibility for quality, safety
and the environment, ensuring value
engineering, strong customer service
and rapid delivery for our client’s,
profitability for our business and
continual learning & development for
ourselves.

Our three core values are simply....
Achievement & Excellence
To problem solve and develop high
quality innovative engineering
solutions with passion and pride while
always developing ourselves and the
company.

Vessels
Our team are always on the lookout for images when on mobilisations and vessel surveys, the selection below encapsulate a few
of the many vessels the team has worked on.

Ardmore Craig:

Laytrix:

www.ardmorecraig.com

www.laytrix.com

enquiries@ardmorecraig.com

enquiries@laytrix.com

+44(0) 01325 344150

Thank you for reading

laytrix-ltd

Suite 7, The Beehive, Lingfield Point,
Darlington, DL1 1RW

Copeland Clyde:
www.copelandclyde.com

ardmore-craig-ltd

enquiries@copelandclyde.com

@Ardmore_Craig

copeland-clyde-ltd
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